[State of the contractile apparatus in the development of a pathological process in muscle. IV. Effect of Ca2+ on the process of contraction nodule formation and on the ATPase activity of muscle actomyosin in Zenker's necrosis].
Using phase-contrast and polarized ultraviolet (UV) fluorescent microscopy, the structure of single muscle fibres was studied in the course of the contraction module formation during Zenker's necrosis. The degree of manifestation of destructive changes in the contractile system was shown to depend upon the concentration of extracellular Ca-ions. With decreasing Ca2+ concentration, the fibre loses the ability to form contraction nodules peculiar to the Zenker necrosis, and the development of this process is interrupted at the stage of sarcomere supercontraction. The UV fluorescent anisotropy pattern of fibre regions, conforming with the contraction nodules, suggests the occurrence of a more pronounced disorganization of contractile system in the presence of Ca2+. The ATPase activity of actomyosin isolated from altered muscle was studied to appreciate the functional state of the contractile system. This actomyosin was found to be inactivated 1.5 times as much as that isolated from muscles treated during Zenker's necrosis in calcium-free media.